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Abstract: The growth of available data in the social sciences led to
numerous knowledge discovery projects being launched over the
years. Even if the volume and the speed of data are increasing, in
social sciences data has an important limitation in terms of
methodological process that drives the conceptual and analytical
questions posed to the data. Social sciences domain experiences
several challenges in their desire of extracting useful and implicit
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characteristics, as well as the lack of standards for data mining
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Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) methodology as a
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generate analytical insights for wellbeing and social sciences topics
in general. Also, taking into consideration that for a data scientist,
the most time-consuming activity is data preparation step, we are
trying to make more efficient this process using a clear
methodology and tasks. Conclusion is that using a strong
methodology with well-defined steps in research can increase
productivity in terms of time and enhance the quality of the
research.
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Introduction
Big data is mainly related to two general concepts: data mining (DM)
and knowledge discovery in databases (KDD), concepts that are
interchangeably within projects and the specialists that are using them.
Sagiroglu and Sinanc's (2013) defined big data as “massive data sets having large,
more varied and complex structure with difficulties of storing, analysing and visualizing for
further processes or results”. Main difficulty comes from velocity, data
complexity and variability for data storage, analysis and visualization
(Azevedo and Santos, 2008).
The borders of using big data sets for social sciences research were
opened by Electronic SNs. They used some advanced data management
systems as Apache Hadoop or other technologies, in order to help social
scientists to access very easy big sets of data and generate useful insights, but
the main issue in this approach remained the methodological process.
Another major challenge was to adapt the methods to analyze the data, SNs
providing big amount of data, since such research has traditionally relied on
small samples of data using established methodologies (Dubitzky et al.
2007).
Problem statement
Data mining processes such as the Cross Industry Standard Process
for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) have been developed as a guideline for data
mining projects (Shearer, 2000; Wirth, 2000). However, such processes,
developed prior to the ‘data boom’ age are without due cognizance to the
amount and multi-structured nature of data generated by modern
information systems (Karisik, E. (2018). The golden value of data is created
when insights are derived from it to enable meaningful knowledge
generation (Bosnjak, Grljevic and Bosnjak (2009)).
In 1989, appeared the term knowledge discovery in databases,
referring to a complex process of finding meaningful information and
knowledge in data, and to emphasize the “high-level” application of specific
data mining methods (Fayyad et al, 1996). From Fayyad’s perspective, data
mining is just one phase of knowledge discovery process, basically data
patterns discovery.
The knowledge discovery process (Fayyad et al, 1996) is the process
of using data mining methods to extract what is knowledge according to the
specification of measures and thresholds by using a database with any
required pre-processing, sub-sampling, and transformation of the database
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using five major steps: data selection, pre-processing, transformation, data
mining and evaluation.

Figure 1. Fayyad’s KDD Methodology
Source: Fayyad et al., 1996

Another methodology for knowledge discovery data, SEMMA, was
developed on a later stage by the SAS Institute and it’s an acronym which
stands for Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, and Assess. As well as Fayyad
methodology, SEMMA contains a list with sequential steps, guiding in this
way the data mining projects development.

Figure 2. SEMMA methodology

By using SEMMA methodology steps to be followed are: data
sampling as an optional step, explore, model and modify the data, and the
last one, asses the data.
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In addition to the existing two methodologies, CRISP-DM is
bringing something new: an overview of the life cycle of a data mining
project that contains the corresponding phases of a project, their tasks, and
relationships between these tasks (Chapman, et al., 2000).

Figure 3. CRISP-DM methodology
Source: Chapman et al., 2000

As previous methodologies, also CRISP-DM comes with some
general steps and more, tasks for each step: business understanding, data
understanding, data preparation, data modelling, results evaluation and
deployment (Vleugel, Spruit and Daal, 2010).
Now, the question is: how can CRISP-DM can help in social
sciences from methodologically point of view? Can this methodology bring
value in data knowledge discovery process and if yes, how?
Aims of the research
The main contribution of the CRISP-DM methodology adapted to
social sciences, consists in defining clear steps and tasks specialized and to
validate this we have built a data mining system and the entire system was
applied to happiness related indicators provided by World Happiness report
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that supports the UN high level meeting on happiness and human wellbeing
(Moreira, De Carvalho, Horvath, 2018). The happiness scores and rankings
use data from the Gallup World Poll, where happiness is defined based on
six factors - economic production, social support, life expectancy, freedom,
absence of corruption, and generosity.
Crisp-DM methodology was adapted to this research exercise and
enhanced with specific steps and tasks:
Step 1. Happiness, part of social sciences area, domain
understanding
This step is referring to a very well understanding of happiness and
wellbeing area (OECD, 2013). Mainly in the specialized literature are
described two ways to evaluate the quality of life: subjective and objective
(Frey and Luechinger ,2007). Between the two approaches are a lot of
discussions which one is better and bring more insights in social research.
Quantitative methods are referring to objective approach and had been
developed a lot. In present this type of researches are dominating social
sciences research landscape.
The major tasks for this step are:
• The researcher should understand the domain to ask the right
questions
• Very well-understanding of World Happiness report, how the data
is collected, spatial and temporal dimension, major social phenomena that
might influence the results of the survey
Step 2. Data Understanding
To understand the data, we must do a simple analysis of the data sets
like descriptive statistics for each feature included and to compute simple
statistics like central tendency indicators, missing values in order to detect at
first sight problematic features and anomalies. Specific tasks might include:
• Feature type: nominal, numeric, etc.
• Score meaning: respondents need to rate their life from zero to ten.
Ten is the best life possible and zero is the worst
• Basic statistics for anomaly detection
• Conceptual correlations between features
Step 3. Dataset Preparation
At this step it is very important to create trust for data. In this
direction, we are looking for completeness, consistency and accuracy in our
data.
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In our dataset we have no missing values and the values that we have
are consistent. So, basic steps are:
• Data cleaning using different methods: custom substitution value,
in the case of numeric features, replacing missing values with mean, remove
entire column if needed
• Defining threshold filters like less than, in range, out of range, etc.
Step 4. Data Modelling
At this step, we need to look again at our dataset and to decide if it is
the case to reduce the number of feature and delete some columns or to
define new columns by merging others (Sarkar, Dipanjan & Bali, Raghav &
Sharma, Tushar, 2018). Also, we need to define which will be our target
variable for our happiness rank, and it will be the score, because score
contains the cumulative information for the dimensions and rank it’s just the
consequence of the score.
Specific tasks might be:
• Data manipulation: create new columns based on computation of
two or more columns already present in dataset
• Filter based feature creation based on predictive power
• Split the rows into two datasets: test and train data and the
proportion is following Pareto principle (20 – 80) or 30-70
• Train the regression model based on our target column: happiness
score
• Score the model: scores predictions
Step 5. Model evaluation and results interpretation
Model evaluation is the essential part of any analysis even if we are
talking about social sciences or other domain. Now there are generated some
standard metrics based on model choose at previous step. Specific tasks are:
• Interpreting the metrics generated by the model
• If the results are not the expected ones, we have to go again to step
4 and refine the model used or features selected
Step 6. Overall model analysis
At this step is important to look again to the model and if something
else can be added now it is the moment having the model big picture.
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Conclusion
To conclude, in social sciences area especially, data started to be the
gold for the complex analysis part. In order to fulfil the objective, we must
ensure that data is correct and vey well structured, otherwise we fail.
In our experiment, the results were good, we have noticed how a
step by step approach with properly defined tasks can reduce time
consuming research and on the other hand the potential patterns found in
data. For the researcher the process using a clear methodology and tasks
enhance the work and time.
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